JM141: The Great Spring Take-Off

Editorial cartoon depicting a man writing a letter to the editor about the views Taft and Roosevelt have on woolen underwear. Published in the Chicago Tribune in May of 1912.
JM055: When the old homestead, etc.
JM194: Paris scenes with Franklin and Wilson

Editorial cartoon containing two different scenes in separate panels. In the top panel, Benjamin Franklin walks through a crowded Paris street, passing in front of the U.S. Envoy. In the bottom panel, Wilson rides in the middle of a victory parade in honor of World War 1 down the Champs-Elysées in front of the Arc de Triomphe.
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JM246: Design for a summer White House that might appeal to the President

Editorial cartoon depicting the White House as a train car with Calvin Coolidge shaking hands with a bespectacled man.
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JM172: The New York "Suffs" and the "Antis"

Editorial cartoon depicting a suffragette parade growing larger and soliciting more support from watching crowd and a "club" filled with men through the course of three panels. As the parade grows, the "anti-suffragettes" grow smaller.
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JM230: Hooray for Coolidge

Editorial cartoon depicting Henry Ford driving away from his supporters to cheer on Calvin Coolidge.
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JM219: Jack Frost

Editorial cartoon depicting Jack Frost icing some leaves.
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JM222: Have you ever had this happen to you?

Editorial cartoon depicting people walking across the street, only to have other cars drive into their path.
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JM209: City Pigeons

Editorial cartoon depicting a pigeon flying away from a street busy with cars. The pigeon then sits on a ledge, and a person sitting at a desk can be seen through the window behind the pigeon.
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JM007: The Unemployed
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JM014: Mr. Ground Hog - His Day
JM118: The Last Day of Winter

Editorial cartoon depicting Chicago handing a hat to old man winter, sitting in a chair made of ice. Published in the Chicago Tribune on March 21st, 1906. "Here's your hat; must you be going? Gee, I just came." -- Handwritten.
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The John Tinney McCutcheon Collection

The John T. McCutcheon Collection is a collection of editorial cartoons drawn by McCutcheon between 1904 and 1944. Most of the cartoons were published daily in the Chicago Tribune. Others were submitted to the Tribune for publication but were never printed in the newspaper, and have not been accessible outside of the collection until now. These cartoons are in the process of being archived online in the MU Digital Library, while the collection of cartoons itself is located at Ellis Library in Special Collections at the University of Missouri in Columbia, MO.

View the collection online:
https://goo.gl/kzTTu4